Beauty from All Angles
Every once in awhile, there
comes a chance to break out of
the box and design something
that’s, well, diﬀerent. Glenn
Douglas of L.A. Custom Pools & Spas Inc.
embraced such a challenge with this design
for his Redlands, Calif., clients.
“This was not a normal Southern
California pool,” Douglas said. “It is a
Northeast style, a pool that deﬁes normal
geometrical tendencies.”
The homeowners wanted to create an
area that would aesthetically match the
home and would provide the children with
a place to play. The fact that the pool was
to be located in a wedge-shaped lot added
to the challenge. The design team also had
to contend with an upslope on the right
side, which provided narrow
SPECIAL FEATURES
access to the area. This called
Oatmeal ﬂagstone deck;
mossy area between
for a careful and methodical
ﬂagstone; color ties into
design.
the pool and house
The resulting project is
CATEGORY: Geometric
the homeowners’ dream
pool. The ﬁnished design is
PRODUCTS USED
topped oﬀ with an oatmeal
Jacuzzi pumps; Jandy
ﬂagstone deck, and mossy
AquaLink® RS6 in-home
control; Raypak heater;
settings separate the
Sam Lights; Sal Light;
ﬂagstone. The dynamic
Black Pebble Tec
color scheme creates a nice
DESIGNER
ambiance for the pool and
Glenn A. Douglas
the home and a luxurious
L.A. Custom
oasis for the homeowners.
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